The development of diabetes goes on for years with the help of physicians. The patient requires more and more insulin to allocate energy in increasing fatty stores. Insulin is given sometimes directly by injections or indirectly by drugs stimulating production. Exploitation of physiology adaptations are the healthiest solution. In this direction, only physical activity is largely exploited but this sole intervention is insufficient to stop general fattening. Although difficult, intake adaptations are most effective to achieve an even energy balance. Drugs are mysterious, magic, constitute the simplest solution and are sustained by investigations on huge numbers of subjects. In contrast to Prigogine (research does not deceive) the wishful, unaware thinking of billions rejects the least appealing solution as false or insufficiently proved. Mean weekly preprandial blood glucose (Mean BG) is stratified in the population between 65 mg/dL and 110 mg/dL [1, 2]. An awareness on own current BG might meal by meal provide information on the need for decreasing or maintaining energy intake [4]. Up to a Mean BG of 82 mg/dL people maintain their weight or loose weight if overweight or insulin resistant [1,2]. Over this cut level, people increase body weight or is insulin resistant [1,2]. This skill has a lifelong endurance [2].
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